To decipher the mechanism of high temperature superconductivity, it is important to know how the superconducting pairing emerges from the unusual normal states of cuprate superconductors, including pseudogap, anomalous Fermi liquid and strange metal (SM). A long-standing issue under debate is how the superconducting pairing is formed and condensed in the SM phase because the superconducting transition temperature is the highest in this phase. Here, we report the first experimental observation of a pressure-induced crossover from two-to three-dimensional superconducting states in the optimally-doped Bi 2 Sr 2 CaCu 2 O 8+ bulk superconductor at a pressure above 2.8 GPa, through state-of-the-art in-situ high-pressure measurements of resistance, magnetoresistance and magnetic susceptibility. By analyzing the temperature dependence of resistance, we find that the two-dimensional (2D) superconducting transition exhibits a Berezinski-Kosterlitz-Thouless-like behavior. The emergence of this 2D superconducting transition provides direct and strong evidence that the SM state is predominantly 2D-like. This is important to a thorough understanding of the phase diagram of cuprate superconductors.
Since the discovery of superconductivity in the Ba-doped cuprate La 2 CuO 4 in 1986 1 , many breakthroughs in searching for new cuprates with higher superconducting transition temperature (T C ) have been achieved [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Up till now, more than two hundred cuprate superconductors, grouped into seven families with two fashions of hole and electron doping, have been found [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Structurally, the hole-doped cuprate superconductors hold peculiar octagonal or pyramid lattice with apical oxygen, which intrinsically leads to a complicated and unsteady lattice upon cooling due to the Jahn-Teller effect. Therefore, their normal states above the superconducting (SC) state, such as pseudogap (PG) 11, 12 , strange metal (SM) 13, 14 and anomalous Fermi liquid (FL) 15, 16 , are full of the unknown physics of determining superconductivity 17, 18 .
Although a lot of theoretical progress on the superconducting mechanism of these high-T C superconductors has been made [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] , a unified understanding on how the SC state connects with these unusual normal states is still lacking 28 .
Because the SM state of the optimally-doped superconductor not only can develop the SC state with the highest T C but also links the PG and the anomalous FL states, it is of great interest to take the SM state as a breakthrough point to reveal the underlying physics of cuprate superconductors. In this high-pressure study, we chose the optimally-doped Bi 2 Sr 2 CaCu 2 O 8+ (Bi-2212) single crystal, a typical nearly-two-dimensional high-Tc superconductors with the SM normal state and widely studied in recent years 10, 11, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] , as the investigated material. We performed in-situ high-pressure measurements of resistance, magnetoresistance and alternating current (ac) susceptibly on the samples, with the attempt to reveal the connection between the SM state and the SC state. Figure 1a shows the plots of temperature (T) versus in-plane resistance (R ab ) for one of the high quality Bi-2212 samples subjected to the pressures ranging from 0.97 GPa to 13.7 GPa. It is seen that the R ab (T) measured at 0.97 GPa displays a T-linear behavior over the temperature range above its onset T C (~96 K), manifesting that the sample is nearly in the ambient-pressure SM normal state and in an optimally-doped superconducting state 13, 14 . Unexpectedly, at the pressure of ~ 2.8 GPa, we found a small resistance drop at the temperature about 20 K higher than its ambient-pressure T C . This higher-temperature drop becomes more visible at ~ 5 GPa and pronounced on further compression. To characterize the higher-temperature resistance drop emerging from the SM state, we applied the magnetic field perpendicular to the ab-plane for the sample subjected to 9 GPa, and found that the drop is continuously suppressed by the magnetic field until it vanishes at ~1 T (Fig.1b) . To confirm this pressure-induced "two-step drop behavior", we repeated the measurements with new samples for five independent runs, and proved that the results were reproducible. Figure 1c shows the results obtained from one of the experimental runs, and demonstrates that the higher-temperature resistance drop appears at ~ 2.9 GPa and it prevails up to 10.2 GPa，the maximum pressure of this run. Application of the perpendicular magnetic field on the compressed sample at 10.2 GPa, the similar behavior that the higher-temperature resistance drop shifts to the lower temperature upon increasing magnetic field and disappears at ~ 1T was observed (Fig.1d) . These results indicate that the higher-temperature drop is associated with a superconducting transition.
To further identify the difference of these two superconducting states, we concurrently performed in-situ high-pressure measurements for the in-plane resistance (R ab ) and out-plane resistance (R c ) of our sample in the same setup. As shown in ( (Fig.2a-2d) . Here, we define the higher-temperature T C as T C ′ and the lower-temperature T C as T C 3D respectively.
To specify the observed behavior in further detail, we are the first to perform the To know the peculiarity of the higher-temperature superconductivity, we applied the magnetic field perpendicular (B  ) and parallel (B  ) to the ab-plane for the compressed sample at 10.1 GPa, respectively. As is seen in Fig.3a, Fig.S2 and Fig.S3 in Supplementary Information (SI), the superconductivity shows strongly anisotropic characteristics, i.e. sustainable up to 7 T under the parallel magnetic field while suppressed above ~ 0.5 T under the perpendicular magnetic field. We derived the scaling behavior of the B  and the B // as a function of temperature for the higher-temperature superconducting state and found a distinct temperature
dependence of B  (T) and B // (T), namely B  (T)(1 -T/T C ) versus B // (T)(1 -T/T C )
0.5 (Fig.3b) . The result of our scaling analysis leads to B 2 // (T) ~ 700B  (T), a typical feature for a 2D superconductivity 37, 38 .
The remarkably anisotropic behavior of the higher-temperature superconductivity is reminiscent of the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) transition at which vortex-antivortex pairs unbind 39 . It is known that the BKT transition in 2D superconductors can be evidenced by the temperature (T) dependence
] (here, R 0 and b are material parameters and T BKT is the BKT transition temperature) [39] [40] [41] . As illustrated in Fig.3c-3h , the obtained results from our R ab (T) measured at different pressures are consistent with the BKT-like behavior of the 2D film superconductors 37, 38 , suggesting that the higher-temperature superconductivity is a 2D superconductivity.
We summarize our experimental results in the pressure-T C phase diagram (Fig.4) .
It is seen that the 2D-SC state with a BKT-like behavior emerges from the SM state above a critical pressure ~2.8 GPa, and then the T C of the 2D-SC state displays the same trend as that of the 3D-SC state upon compression. Significantly, the emergence of this 2D superconducting transition provides direct and strong evidence that the SM state is predominantly 2D-like 42 .
In addition, our high pressure X-ray diffraction measurements show that the sample holds its ambient-pressure structure up to the maximum pressure (∼14.4 GPa) of this study (Fig.S4 in SI) , implying that the crossover from 2D to 3D superconductivity is not related to the pressure-induced structural phase transition.
Unexpectedly, the same high-pressure measurements on the underdoped and overdoped Bi-2212 samples found no such a crossover (Fig.S5 in SI) . These results suggest that the PG state in the underdoped superconductor and the anomalous FL state in the overdoped superconductor may prevent the formation of the pressure-induced 2D superconducting state or mask the resistance feature of this state.
It is noteworthy that the pressure-induced crossover from a 2D to a 3D superconducting states found in this study has not been reported in any other compressed bulk cuprate superconductors, despite it was observed in the superconductor. The acronyms of SC 2D and SC 3D stand for 2D (BKT-like) and 3D superconducting states, respectively. SM represents strange metal state. P C represents the critical pressure above which the 2D superconductivity emerges from the SM state.
